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About This Content

The school year at Spooky High continues with Monster Prom: Second Term, the very first premium content expansion of the
widely-popular multiplayer dating sim developed by Beautiful Glitch. Second Term features all-new characters, narratives and

events that will provide you with countless new experiences in your quest of finding monster love.

120+ new events to experience alongside our ghoulish gang

Around 10 new secret endings to tug at your heartstrings

2 new love interests - Zoe and Calculester
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10+ NPCs, ranging from a preppy Yeti to an obnoxious Kappa character

New end-credits polaroids to boost your ever expanding collection

So join up with Scott, Polly, Miri and the rest of your scary-sexy classmates for a whole new term of dread and debauchery.
Prom is still 3 weeks away, but now the odds are stacked even harder against you, with all new boos to woo, prophecies to

decipher and complicated sex-moves to conquer. In short, many more ways in which to be your worst self!
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I love Zoe, but Leonard is so upsetting to deal with that he ruins the enjoyment of many of her scenes. I wish there was a way to
opt out of dealing with Leonard. I deal with enough of that toxicity in real life and do not want it in my fantasy game. Otherwise
I've enjoyed everything else about Second Term DLC so far.. Remember fish wife from the base game? Well now she's
overshadowed by Eldritch abomination wife. So I guess now it's rated 20\/10.. This is a wonderful game and I love playing it
with my friends online. :) I hope I'm able to donate to get some of the nice things offered but if not I'll try to save to hopefully
get something later if that's possible!. Dear Devs.

 I actual love you guys right now. not only did we get more monster prom BUT WE GOT ZOE!! YAAASSS!!!! I am trying my
best to contain my excitement and happiness and I literally just started the game, only five minutes in and she is now literally my
soul animal. not only is she fujoshi BUT SHE ALSO LIKE JIMIN!!!! like I am actual fanboying right now, I was screaming
when I saw the Jimin part and when I saw somewhere about the other thing (which I won't spoil). The story and extra content
added to the game is also phenomenal. from the atmosphere to the emotional connection and even character development. This
is and forever will be an extraordinary and out of this world experience, the replayability that is given to us is also incredible.
this is definitely without a doubt a 9.5\/10. I would've given it a 10\/10 if it wasn't for the fact that there's no option for me to
transport myself into the Monster Prom universe Thank you so much, you are my new gods.

Your forever loyal fanboy disciple, Jett.

P.S. Still waiting on that Monster Prom show (;
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